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PowerArchiver 2021 Pro for macOS is a powerful and effective application for compression, encryption
and file management for MacOS. With a combination of the legendary PowerArchiver features and tools,
it is an ideal and affordable partner for home use and business environments. PowerArchiver supports
password protected archives, multiple password protected archives per folder and password manager.
You can rename, compress, uncompress, delete and extract archives from different archive formats as
well as encrypt/decrypt files of different types (files, folders, ZIP, JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF, RAR, 7Z/WZA,

TAR, ISO and more). Using the built-in ZIP/RAR/7Z/WZA/TAR/ISO converter, you can quickly convert and
extract archives of different formats. PowerArchiver for MacOS lets you create ZIP, 7Z and RAR archives.
It supports adding files to archives and extracting archive contents to a specified location. It can decrypt

a password protected archives as well as create AES encrypted archives of the same format. You can
print and email archive reports. PowerArchiver for MacOS allows you to compress, decompress, extract,
merge, split, delete and modify archive files. It allows to encrypt archives with AES 256 bit encryption

and to password protect archives. It can remove file duplicates. It can encrypt ZIP, 7Z and RAR archives.
You can print and email archive reports. PowerArchiver for MacOS allows you to zip any number of files.

You can create ZIP, 7Z and RAR archives with or without compression. PowerArchiver for MacOS has built-
in ZIP, 7Z and RAR converters that allows to convert and extract archives of different formats.
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